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February 8: Business
Meeting—Tony’s
Pizza on Mt. Vernon
Ave 7:00 pm
February 9: Newcomer’s meeting and
String Fellowship,
meets at Collette’s
home 6pm
February 11?: Metal
and woodworking
Fellowship meets?.
February 16: Culinary Fellowship at
the Ogre House
February 23: Bardic
Practice
Sundays at 10 am
Fighter Practice at
Patriot’s Park

Caid Calendar









February 11: Festival of the Rose,
Altavia
February 18-19:
Practicum of the
Sword, Starkhafn
February 18: Arts &
Archery: Lyondemere
February 25: St.
Isadore Anniversary,
Calafia
February 25: Nordwache Chivalry
Tournament
February 26: Robin
Hood Tourney, Angels
March 2-4: Spring
Crown, Wintermist
March 10: March to
the Sea, Naevehjem

Our seneschal wanted me to make sure all of you who may be going to Estrella receives this:
Greetings from THL Raven Mayne, Kingdom Minister of Arts and Sciences for the Kingdom of Atenveldt,
I have two very important and exciting announcements about Estrella War 2012 and reminder about 2013.
 First, the Estrella War Arts and Sciences Competition Pre registration is now OPEN! Pre-Registration Ends
Saturday March 3rd. Please read all of the Rules and aware of any changes that may have happened since
last year. http://arts.atenveldt.org/Estrella
 Second, a reminder if you have not heard already… the final decision has been made by their Majesties for
the process of choosing the arts and sciences categories for Estrella War A&S Competition XXIX [2013]. An
Official Poll has been created with 19 suggested titles. The final categories chosen will be announced at
Estrella War XXVIII [2012]. Then they will be posted out to the Known World in more detail as soon as I am
able.
I would ask that everyone please vote for our top three. The Official Poll is on the Kingdom of Atenveldt A&S
Website, and soon will be on the Estrella War Website, both where the information about Estrella War A&S
Competition XXVIII [2012] is located currently.
Try any of the following:
http://arts.atenveldt.org/Estrella [bottom of page] or,
http://www.estrellawar.org/Activities/ArtsandSciences/ArtsAndSciencesCompetition [Coming soon]
Direct to the official Poll:
https://docs.google.com/a/atenveldt.org/spreadsheet/viewform?
hl=en_US&formkey=dD\\BEVkJFNTdOQV9CeWd3SXZhWmRPT2c6MQ#gid=0
Thank you for any participation you can lend. If you have any questions please direct them to me at asmin AT
Atenveldt DOT org.
Always in Service,
THLordship Raven Mayne
KMoAS for the Kingdom of Atenveldt

From the Chronicler
I want to thank everyone who sent me submissions this month! I am overwhelmed by how many of you contributed. As a result I’ve been able to publish all but two submissions due to the sheer volume. But fear not! If
you don’t see your submission this time, I will publish it next month. If you still want to contribute something to
the newsletter, please do so. I would love to always have on hand art and articles to include. Just remember, if
you are submitting something and (and you are not an officer, or you are an officer submitting something nonoffice related) I need a Creative Works Release Form in order to publish. These forms can be found at http://
chronicler.sca-caid.org/index.php#forms.
For the Dream,
~A’isha al-Raqqasa

Tales from the Mist

Snow Day on the Silk Road — by Michael of Wintermist
Many years ago on the great Silk Road that stretches from Xi'an China to Syria's great city of Damascus and beyond, I awoke to find that it had
snowed. Now snow is not uncommon on many parts of the Silk Road, but since I was in the great desert of northern Africa, I was surprised. The
Bedouins that were our guides were concerned, as it was hard enough to follow the landmarks under normal circumstances, but the snow had
obscured everything beneath a mantel of white. After much discussion it was decided that we must push on, but one old Bedouin could not be
persuaded to go. Snow in the desert, he said, was a bad omen sent by an evil djinn, and we would be lost and swallowed up by the desert, never
to be seen again. He would stay behind and wait until the snow vanished so he could follow the track that was the Silk Road.
We set off, leaving him behind, huddled around a camel dung fire. Traveling in the desert is never easy, but traveling in the desert covered with
snow is pure hell. The snow filtered into our boots and made our feet cold and wet, the camels hated walking on snow and had to be pulled and
pushed along by their cursing drivers. Our carts of goods kept falling into holes that we could not see, becoming mired in snow and wet sand requiring us to unload them, so that we could free their wheels, and then reload them, only to repeat the process a short time later. Of course wet
sand soon covered everything working its way into cracks and crevices until we were rubbed raw.
As night began to fall, one of the guides excitedly told us that he had seen a camp fire in the distance. We drew nearer, and could see that it was a
small camp with only one fire, and one person huddled close to it. When I approached and haled, the person raised his head and I could see that
it was the old Bedouin that we had left behind. We had come full circle and arrived back at the same spot that we had left so many miserable
hours ago.
The old Bedouin never said anything, but I swear I could see laughter in his eyes as he watched us make camp.

Basic Heraldry Made Easy:
Show me Your Colors — by Aelia Caelistis
The last event I attended was the Unbelted Tournament in Garden Grove. On
each erik the field herald held a flag of a different color to help identify where the
fighters would arm and stand ready. I noticed not only the herald but some of
the fighters didn’t know what the names for the colors were. I personally have a
hard time remembering such things so I made little rhymes that might help that
also give the meaning of each basic color used in the SCA.
Give me or the color of gold and your abundant generosity will not go untold.
Sincere is the motive with a halo of argent, angels on high bring peace truly
meant. (Silver is often represented as white but you wouldn’t have been able to
see the words if that were the color I chose for this article!)
Purple’s the color of the sovereign and regal that are charged with protection of
the lands and the people. When their job is done and justice is served they can
relax like cat who murmurs purpure.
Military strength; to most land a great tool but red also stands for warriors too.
The martyr that gives to people their life shares the color of blood that runs pure
gules, oft to the chagrin of those that do rule.
Loved ones who are loyal, friends true and blue, bring us strength represented by
Azure.
Loyalty in love is what most couples do hope, though green is the monster it
often invokes. To remember this color in the terms of the olde, think eyes often avert from what others do hold.

CHARGE!
Art by Hildibjorg in Vikverska
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Constancy comes most from the things we hold dear and sable is the color it
represents here. Black is the spirit brought on by grief as what we most cherish
death takes as a thief.
~Fine~
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Wooden Sticks and Iron Heads
Being an Irregular Ramble on Diverse Topics — by Duncan Graeme
Greetings let me introduce myself as I have not been around for some time. My name is Duncan Graeme. I consider myself to be Genus, StikJok,
of the Sub Genus, Smashmouth, though I have done other things in my time including writing a half dozen or so of these columns. My main purpose in rejoining the SCA at this time in my life is as a means of inspiring me to exercise (and, well, I like getting hit with sticks). Recently I had the
thought that I might also exercise my writing skills so I am unearthing this column of mine and giving it a go. I hope you enjoy the results.
Recently one of the members of the Shire asked a question concerning the differences between a Badge, a Crest, a Device and a Coat of Arms on
Face Book (I cannot find the post currently). I felt that these were very good questions and, even though I am no Herald, I endeavored an answer.
Lately I have wondered if my answer was correct so I consulted with my favorite Herald to find out and I am indebted to her for her help. This is
what I took away from that conversation. Remember that I am a StikJok and any inaccuracies are my own. I hope that this will be informative to
all and that I am not stepping on too many Heraldic toes.
To begin with she offered the following references;
http://heraldry.sca.org/welcome.html This is the main webpage for SCA Heraldry. There is a lot of good information accessible from here; I
especially liked the Glossary of Terms page.
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/whatis/device.html An article explaining what a Device is.
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/whatis/badge.html An article explaining what a Badge is.
http://ecoh.wolfium.com/articles/devicedesign.htm Another article on Devices written by the Ealdormere College of Heralds.
For those of you more interested in the Cliffs notes/StikJok Version I offer the following;
Crest - A term not really used in SCA Heraldry as such. According to Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crest_(heraldry)) the Crest is the
part of the Heraldic Display that is on top of the Helmet, which is on top of the Shield in a full Heraldic Display. The Crest was sometimes
used as a Badge which led "to the erroneous use of the word "crest" to describe a shield or full coat of arms."
Device - ". . . essentially your personal "logo" and identifies you. . ." [2]. It is registered to a person, along with an SCA name by the SCA College
of Heralds using period rules and practices. I believe that the only Devices not registered to individual people are those of the geographic
areas recognized by the SCA (Kingdoms, Shires, etc.)
Arms or Coat of Arms - Seems to have two meanings within the SCA. The first is as an informal synonym for Device. The second is as an Award
(or Grant) given by the Crown that enters you into the Order of Precedence. When Arms are awarded the Device that you have registered
with the College of Heralds is described as your Arms. After you are awarded Arms you are considered armigerious and may style yourself
Lord (Lady) or The Honorable Lord (Lady) if the recipient of a Grant of Arms.
Badge - Similar to a Device but rather than representing you it denotes the people or things that you own or are affiliated with you. Also in SCA
usage it is “. . . any piece of heraldry that is not a personal device. . ."[3]. Badges are also registered to an individual person (you may have
two) the only exceptions being those of official SCA offices and groups (Herald, Earl Marshal, etc.). Household badges are registered to an
individual who then lets the rest of the household use it. As a general rule Badges are simpler than Devices and thus the rules on how
close you can come to someone else's Badge are a bit more relaxed.
I learned some things from this discussion and I hope that you find it of interest as well. For more and better information I recommend that as
well as the sources I sited above you check out the Caid College of Heralds page at http://heralds.sca-caid.org/ as well as our Shire Herald, Lord
Kristofer Olafsson who can be contacted at herald@sca-wintermist.org . Thank you for your patience.

From our Fellowship Chancellors
Metal Workers
The First meeting of the Fellowship of the Metal Workers was a success. We found out we have several members with different disciplines and
diversity to make more than a few projects.
We spoke of safety and tools and had a short class on casting in Pewter.
~Galen deLeon
Fellowship of the String
We are still going strong! Already, since the Fellowship formed in September last year I have taught Knitting, Crocheting, Kumihimo, Tablet Weaving, Luceting, and most recently Cross stitch. Unless it gets too crowded or other circumstances interfere, I will continue to hold meetings during
the newcomer’s gatherings the Thursday after the Shire meeting. If you would like to learn any particular Fiber Art, or even teach a specific art,
please let me know! We also have a group in Facebook if you would like to join. I’ll occasionally pose questions there to the fiber artists in the
shire.
~A’isha al-Raqqasa
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No Kidding There I was! - by Kristofer Olafsson
No kidding there I was....
The old-timers will remember the wars fought under the leadership of Caid's second Captain General, Count (Sir) Balin A'Tor (whose command
record is 81 wins-11 losses). This really happened to me, at the original Estrella site (Estrella Regional Park) out in a broken field battle circa 1993ish.
Balin had my old unit (The Fray) run a wide flanking maneuver out around the enemy's left. We ran smack into an Aten unit guarding against such
a move (They feared Balin, he had been a Green Beret so his tactics were good). We chewed our way through the unit, everyone but me got
croaked, but all the fighters in the Aten unit were wiped. Balin had told us that if we got in behind the main host, just tie up as many fighters as
possible, thus giving the front-line units the advantage. I followed my orders like a good boy, and was engaged by a pike-man picket guard in the
enemy rear. He threw one thrust and I trapped his pike under my shield arm, trying to run up and finish him. That's when a second pike-man
came to his aid, engaging me from the right. I trapped his pike under my sword arm, so now it was a tug-of-war with these two fighters. Then
another Aten ran up on my left (sword and board-S&B) trying to kill me. I was able to fend off his blows with my Fray war-door, while keeping
both the pikes trapped. Finally a fourth Aten ran up on my right (S&B) and finished me.
The perception of time is weird in battle, but I'm sure I tied these guys up for at least 2-3 minutes. I'd like to say I killed at least one, but I did not.
However, I did what I was told, and it took 4 Atens to put me down. I later found out that another Caidian unit had come around the enemy's
right flank and smashed into the main host from the rear. I can't help but feel I helped them do that by pulling away some of the picket.
Caid won that battle, and the war. Balin gave kudos to those that had done their jobs, and made special mention of the two flanking units. It was
an eye opener for me, being relatively new to fighting (only two-three years at that point), it taught me that you don't have to know why a good
Commander gives you an order, he's the one with the big picture. <Sigh> I miss the old days when the Caidian army was called "The Roman Legions of the Knowne World". Balin was so effective, that almost all the other kingdoms began adapting his techniques. Count Balin, I salute you!

Meet Your Neighbors — by A’isha al-Raqqasa
This month for our Meet your Neighbors segment I spoke with Piroska Miklosne and Lord Ketill Olafsson.
Piroska Miklosne is a Hungarian Magyar living in the Carpathian Basin outside of Constantinople from around the 11th century. She chose this
persona because of her Hungarian ancestry and a desire to know more about the culture.
Piroska attended her first event, Estrella War in 2008. That particular event was dubbed Mudstrella” for the excessive rain. Despite that she has
remained in the SCA. Here is what she says about finding the SCA for the first time: “A friend of Miklos's had invited him to fighter practice. He
came to me with stories of fun parties and neat things to do at events and convinced me to go to war. We found out about the Shire through
Cormac Mor, when he was working the Gate at one of the following Estrella wars we went to. Without him, I don't think we would have continued to play. The folks here in the Shire are really what pulled us in and have kept us interested.”
She says that before the SCA she didn’t have any hobbies, but now she enjoys all the different crafts that she’s been learning and now has numerous hobbies thanks to all the members who have taken the time to share their knowledge. Her favorite event is the 3.5 Baronies Friendship Tourney because “It's just big enough to meet new people without being overwhelming. I can let my kids roam freely and not have to worry about
them since they know most of the people there. It's very cozy and I always have a great time.” Her favorite art currently includes the many Fiber
Arts practiced in our Shire. She still wants to learn card weaving and become more advanced in cross stitch. When it comes to taking an active
role in the Shire, she is excited with volunteering as a deputy chatelaine. For her SCA future she wants to learn as many crafts as she is able, as
well as learn more history and construction of clothing styles not necessarily related to her persona.

Ketill Olafson is a 10th century Rus (one of the Scandinavians who migrated to the Slavic nations for mercenary work and trade). He chose this
persona because he enjoys Viking mythology and at the time many of his friends played Vikings.
Kettil found the SCA through Kristofer Olafsson when he was invited to Potrero war at the age 15. He dropped out for a while but about five or
six years ago he was attracted to the fighting and reintroduced to the SCA. His favorite event is Great Western War because it’s a large event that
includes all aspects of the SCA in one long event. Although Estrella is also a large event, he feels that it still falls short of accomplishing what GWW
does in the way or exposure to diverse activity. Ketill’s favorite activity is fighting but he also enjoys woodworking and leatherworking. In addition, he makes his own garb, though he admits that he doesn’t enjoy sewing. His dreams for the future include achieving knighthood, going to
Pennsic at least once, becoming King one day and seeing Wintermist achieve becoming a barony.
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Ziploc Omelets — By Lothar Schwartzchilde
Let me preface this article with the fact that it is in NO WAY period, but it is an easy, fun way to fix a nice breakfast at a camping event.
You wake up at War with an appetite for omelets but you have very little gear and even less talent in fixing eggs. What do you do?








Firstly, gather a largish pot to boil water in. Six quarts will do but twice that would be better if you’re cooking for a large family or small clan.
Fill pot to a three inches below top. Start water to boiling while gathering the next few items.
Second, scrounge a few Ziploc sandwich bags from the wife's stores. She will almost always have some for emergencies stashed away. If not
you can always pillage the neighbors stores.
Thirdly, round up whatever leftovers from last night’s steak, ribs, bologna, or whatever kind of meat you might have handy, as long as it is
already cooked. Hack it into smallish, bite-sized hunks and set aside in one of the Ziploc bags.
Fourthly, beg, borrow, or liberate some cheese; preferably a good melting cheese, but whatever cheese you like or can find will work.
Fifthly, dig in your ice-chest under the beer and baklava for some eggs that momma may have brought. No eggs? Find a farmer to threaten,
or acquire some through whatever means necessary and appropriate for your persona.
Sixthly, crack 2 or 3 of the eggs into another of the precious Ziploc bags and scrambled with a fork, or dirk. Your fingers will do in a pinch.

By this time the water in the pot should be boiling. Just add some of the meat-like ingredients, as well as the cheesy substances and swirl all together. Squeeze as much of the air out of the bag as possible, zip the bag closed and drop into the pot of boiling water. NOTE: This will not work
well if the water is not boiling.
In a fairly large pot, you should be able to do 4 or 5 at a time. In a smaller pot, no more than 2 or 3 at a time. Allow the boiling water to cook your
omelets for at least 4 minutes, but use your good judgment as to whether they are done enough for your personal tastes.
Lastly, when omelet is done, simply fish out the Ziploc bag, unzip, and roll omelet out on a plate and enjoy. If you are short on plates, you can eat
the omelet right out of the bag. IF you have some tortillas, you can roll the omelet into a tortilla for instant breakfast burritos. The only limit is
your own imagination.
Now, IF YOU PLAN the night or days before you can use practically anything you like in your omelet. As long as the meats and or vegetables are
well cooked before-hand, your omelet should come out hot, fluffy and grease free.

From The Office of Arts and Sciences
March's A&S Challenge is not for the yearly competition, but is an encouragement for 3.5 Baronies.
Challenge: Category - Open
Requirements - It must be something you are making to donate to the 3.5 Baronies Raffle.
Unfinished projects ("works in progress") will be acceptable for March's A&S competition.
Your humble servant,
Da'ud ibn Ma'bad
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Wintermist Officers:
Seneschal: THL Kali Raqs Xahar

email: seneschal@sca-wintermist.org

Deputies: Lady Tahira Al-Fahida and Lord Gwyon Pengrych
Arts & Science: Da’ud ibn Ma’bad
Deputy A & S: Lord Bolo Longcaster & Lady Collette Olivier le Fournier
Chatelaine: Lady Collette Olivier le Fournier
Deputies: Estrith Rasmusdatter & Piroska Miklosne

Current Champion of
Wintermist and Protector of the

Chirurgeon: Vacant

Flock
Chronicler: Lady A’isha al-Raqqasa

email: chronicler@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy: Lady Katherine of Hornechurch
Constable: Bjorn Inn Vikverski

Exchequer: Lord Wihtstan Gravenor

email: exchequer@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy: Mari Inghean Cuan
Herald: Lord Kristofer Olafsson

email: herald@sca-wintermist.org

List Mistress: Lady Katherine of Hornechurch email: lysts@sca-wintermist.org

Sir Helgi Hrafnfaedhir
Marshal: Lord Ketill Olafsson
Deputy: Lord Johnathon Sawyer

email: marshal@sca-wintermist.org
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Webwright: Lord Miklos Bako

Articles should be submitted to the chronicler, either in person or by e-mail (chronicler@sca-wintermist.org), and nonofficer related articles should be accompanied by a media release form to allow permission to publish in Tales from the
Mist.
“Tales from the Mist” is created using MS Publisher templates. This month’s template is called “Pixel”.
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